Crucial to our well-being and survival are social bonds that allow us to depend on one another. The COVID-19 crisis has made this fact all too clear. But these bonds depend on trust, which in some societies or relationships is in short supply. How can trust be enhanced where it is lacking or preserved where it exists, particularly during crises like the one we are currently facing? The course will centre on this question, which is interdisciplinary. We will be focused primarily (not exclusively) on what philosophy can contribute by way of an answer. We will be asking, in particular, what feminist philosophy can contribute, where a feminist approach takes for granted that attitudes like trust and distrust are formed against a social background that oppresses some people and privileges others.

A key piece of the puzzle about how to promote or protect trust is to understand what trust is, which is arguably a question for philosophers. It is at least one that many philosophers have tried to answer. Most of them have understood trust to be a species of reliance and therefore something that differs from mere reliance, which we can have on things like cars and which, unlike trust, can’t be betrayed. There is much controversy in philosophy about what kind of reliance trust is, if it is in fact any single kind of reliance. In this course, we’ll consider how trust itself might differ depending on the types of social bonds it engenders. We will also explore how trust could be strengthened depending on what it’s like in different social contexts.

We will discuss the following types of social bonds: 1) bonds of intimacy, including between family members, and especially between parents and children; 2) bonds of identity, which exist within or between members of social groups (e.g. racial or gender groups); and 3) bonds of cooperation, which occur between social groups or between relative strangers. There will be distinct sections of the course for each of these types of bonds, along with an additional section, 4), about mediating influences on the trust that makes social bonds possible. Putative examples include social institutions and technology such as artificial intelligence (AI).

Below are the types of questions we will ask in the different sections of the course:

1) Bonds of Intimacy:
   a. What is the trust like that allows for these bonds? Should we understand it in terms of the “security-based attachment” made possible by healthy intimate relationships (see Wonderly 2016, Kirton forthcoming), particularly between parents and children (McLeod et al 2019)? What is the relationship between attachment, as understood by psychologists, and people’s capacity for trust or tendency to be trusting? How can prolonged isolation weaken bonds of intimacy or security-based attachments? What could governments do during the COVID-19 crisis to support these bonds?
2) Bonds of Identity:
   a. Often, there are special bonds among members of social groups (e.g., groups defined by race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, physical or mental ability). What is the trust like that glues these people together? What is the distrust like that excludes some people from these bonds of identity (i.e., people who are deemed to be not black enough, queer enough, etc.)? Assuming these bonds are or can be valuable, how can they be enhanced? How have they been valuable during the COVID-19 crisis?

3) Bonds of Cooperation:
   a. What is the trust like that occurs between people who are cooperating with one another to serve ends that one or both of them possess? Examples are relationships between professionals and clients/patients, government representatives and citizens, and experts and the public. How important is this trust? How is it important for knowledge gathering in particular (i.e., trust in the testimony of others)? How do social stereotypes and broader systems of oppression and privilege interfere with it? What could be done to shore it up during the COVID-19 crisis?

4) Mediating Influences:
   a. What are mediating influences on trust that are common for different types of social bonds? What about social institutions? How important is institutional trust for other kinds of trust? What about technology, especially AI which is becoming pervasive? How can AI positively or negatively mediate trust between, say, government and citizens, professionals and clients, and parents and children? How should we answer that for the AI being used to deal with challenges posed by COVID-19?

All of the readings for this course will be available online on the course’s website. Like all other Philosophy graduate courses at Western in 2020-21, our meetings will also be online. I’m still sorting out what the methods of evaluation will be.

Below is a partial list of references I provided for a recent grant application about a project on trust and social bonds. Some of these papers or books will appear on our syllabus.


